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Abstract
Central to Hubbell’s neutral theory of biodiversity is a universal, dimensionless
fundamental biodiversity parameter that is the product of community size and speciation
rate. One of the most important discoveries of Hubbell’s theory is that the speciesabundance distribution and the species–area relationship of the neutral metacommunity
is completely determined by this fundamental biodiversity parameter, although the
diversity patterns of the local community are collectively determined by the biodiversity
parameter and migration. Using the relative abundance of species and following the
concept of heterozygosity of population genetics, here we developed an analytical
relationship between this biodiversity parameter and the well-known Simpson diversity
index. This relationship helps bridge the evolutionary aspect of biodiversity to the
ecological and statistical aspect of the diversity. The relationship between these two
parameters suggests that diversity patterns of the metacommunity can also be equally
described by the Simpson index. This relationship provides an alternative approach to
interpret and estimate the fundamental biodiversity parameter for the metacommunity.
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INTRODUCTION

Mutation, selection, migration and genetic drift are the
primary evolutionary forces that affect the population
dynamics of a species (Wright 1955). When the selection
effect is negligible or much smaller than the effect of genetic
drift, the distribution of an allele in a population displays a
pure neutral process; otherwise selection may play a decisive
role in determining the fate of the allele. Hubbell (1997,
2001) extends this theory of population genetics to
investigate the species assembly rules in community ecology.
Analogous to the neutral theory of population genetics,
Hubbell’s theory assumes that the distribution of species
abundance in a community is predominated by the neutral
drift of species abundances. In this case, no selection
pressure is involved in the per capita probabilities of birth,
death, migration and speciation for all the organisms in a
community (Bell 2001; Hubbell 2001). As such, species
abundance in a community bears no footprint of events
such as species interactions or heterogeneous habitat
conditions. While there may be a good chance for the
neutral assumption to be violated in reality and indeed there
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have been considerable criticisms, on various grounds, of
the theory (Clark & McLachlan 2003; McGill 2003; Nee &
Stone 2003), the neutral theory provides a tractable and
testable mechanistic null hypothesis for understanding
species assembly rules.
Central to Hubbell’s neutral theory is the universal,
dimensionless fundamental biodiversity parameter Q that is
the product of the size of the community (JM) and
speciation rate (m), i.e. Q ¼ 2JMm. This fundamental
biodiversity parameter completely determines the diversity
patterns [the species-abundance distribution (SAD) and the
species–area relationship (SAR)] of the metacommunity,
while for the local community the SAD and SAR are
determined by the biodiversity parameter together with
immigration. It is worth noting that Hubbell’s metacommunity model is spatially implicit and the complete
determination of the SAD and SAR by Q requires species
be distributed at random on landscapes. Here we established a functional relationship between Hubbell’s biodiversity parameter and the Simpson diversity index for the
metacommunity. Such a relationship is of significance for
bridging the evolutionary aspect of biodiversity to the
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ecological and statistical aspect of the diversity, thus
helping to understand and interpret the neutral theory of
biodiversity. It may also provide a new approach to
estimate the fundamental biodiversity parameter of the
metacommunity.
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is a normalization factor to make eqn 2 a PDF. This PDF is
also traditionally used to model allele frequency in molecular
evolution (e.g. Wright 1969, p. 398), and later on it will be used
to estimate the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of Q.
The SAD can then be expressed either in terms of eqns 1
or 2. According to eqn 1, the number of species whose
relative abundances fall within interval (xi, xi + 1) is plainly
SM ðiÞ ¼

where Q ¼ 2JMm is the fundamental biodiversity parameter,
and m the speciation rate (Hubbell 2001). It is clear that
R1
UðxÞdx is the total number of species in the metacom1=JM

munity. The lower cut-off of the integration is defined as
1/JM because no species (alleles) can have abundance
(individuals) less than 1. This is well recognized in
population genetics (Wright 1969). Note Vallade &
Houchmandzadeh (2003) recently independently obtained
eqn 1 from the birth-death mutation neutral process for an
infinite metacommunity.
U(x) of eqn 1 is the number of species, its probability
density function (PDF) /(x) can simply be obtained by
R1
dividing eqn 1 by the total number of species
UðxÞdx :

Zxiþ1
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x
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while eqn 2 is the relative species-abundance distribution.
These models describe a highly skewed SAD, with a large
number of rare species similar to Fisher’s logseries
distribution (Alonso & McKane 2004).
Another important pattern developed by Caswell (1976)
and Hubbell (1997, 2001) for the metacommunity is the
SAR. Caswell and Hubbell’s SAR was first derived from
the infinite neutral allele model of Ewens (1972). Like the
species-abundance pattern, Caswell and Hubbell’s metacommunity SAR is also uniquely determined by the
fundamental diversity parameter Q. This same SAR, defined
as the average number of species in a sample of size n drawn
at random from the metacommunity, can also be derived
from eqn 1:
Sn ¼

Z1
0

1=JM

ð2Þ

1=JM

Our derivation of the relationship between the fundamental
biodiversity parameter and the Simpson index is based on
the relative abundance of species which is equivalent to the
allele frequency (a continuous variable), defined as the ratio
of the abundance of individual species over the total
abundance in a community. This treatment of species
abundance (or allele frequency) as a relative ratio differs
from EwensÕ (1972) multivariate distribution that considers
the combinatorial probability of different types of alleles
sampled from a population. Following the footstep of
Hubbell (2001), under the neutral hypothesis the dynamics
of a metacommunity is governed by ecological drift
(equivalent to genetic drift) and speciation. The size of the
metacommunity, JM, is assumed to be a constant so that the
ecological drift of the metacommunity is equal to 1/JM per
time step. We further assume that the change in the relative
abundance of each species (i.e. the ratio of the abundance of
each species over JM, denoted by x) is very small within one
step of time and hence is considered as a continuous
stochastic process. Define U(x) as the (absolute) number of
species which have relative abundances of x in the
metacommunity so that U(x)dx is the expected number of
species whose relative abundances fall within the range of
(x, x + dx). According to the classic theory of population
genetics of the infinite allele model (Kimura & Crow 1964),
U(x) reads
Hð1  xÞ
UðxÞ ¼
x

where
2
6
C ¼4
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The discovery that the metacommunity SAD and SAR are
fully determined by the fundamental biodiversity parameter
Q is conceptually very fundamental, which links community
diversity patterns to the evolutionary process of speciation.
While in population genetics Q can be estimated from the
coalescent theory (Hudson 1992), in ecology it is challenging
how it may be estimated from species-abundance data (but
see Alonso & McKane 2004; Etienne & Olff 2004). In the
following we show that the estimation of Q may become
possible if a species relative abundance is considered
equivalent to an allele frequency, as Caswell (1976) and
Hubbell (2001) have argued. It is well established in
population genetics that the fundamental parameter Q is a
function of the probability that two randomly drawn
individuals belong to the same allele (or homozygosity)
(Kimura 1983). The complement of this probability is called
2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd/CNRS
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heterozygosity, equivalent to the well-known Simpson
diversity index in ecology (i.e. the probability of two
randomly sampled individuals belonging to different
species).
P The Simpson index is expressed as D ¼
1  Si¼1 xi2 , where xi is the relative abundance of the
ith species. Obviously, the relationship between D and Q
can be defined by
D ¼1

Z1

x 2 UðxÞdx;

0

a well known function in population genetics (Kimura 1983;
Hartl & Clark 1997). Substituting eqn 1 to this formula leads
to a simple form,
H
1þH

D¼
or

D
:
ð4Þ
1D
This relationship as shown in Fig. 1 makes it possible to
interpret and estimate the fundamental biodiversity parameter in terms of the Simpson index. D involves sampling and
is subject to the drift in species abundance, it has variance
(Stewart 1976):

H¼

V ðDÞ ¼

2H
:
ð1 þ HÞ ð2 þ HÞð3 þ HÞ
2

Based on this variance and eqn 4, the variance of Q can be
derived as:
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We now turn to test this relationship for two sets of
empirical data. The first data set is the abundances of
filamentous fungi in the phylloplane of the grass Lolium
perenne. The data are from Thomas & Shattock (1986) and is
analysed by Magurran (1988). There are 33 species with total
of 7861 individuals. It is already known that the data follows
the logseries distribution (v2 test, P ¼ 0.70; Magurran 1988,
page 135). We fitted our metacommunity model (eqn 2) to
the data. The MLE of Q is 4.89 with asymptotic standard
error ¼ 2.19 (which is 2.50 if calculated from eqn 5) and
the species-abundance data are described well by the
metacommunity model [Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test
with P ¼ 0.413; see Fig. 2a]. The independent estimate of Q
based on eqn 4 using the Simpson index (D ¼ 0.8578) is
6.03 which falls within the one standard error interval of the
MLE Q (i.e. 4.89 ± 2.19). We also tested if the same
metacommunity model using the Q (¼6.03) derived from
the Simpson index would describe the observed data well.
The result in Fig. 2a shows that this is indeed the case (KS
test with P ¼ 0.435).
The second data set is the abundances of 678 tree species
(26 554 trees in total) from the Pasoh Forest Reserve,
Malaysia (He et al. 1997). We know that the Pasoh is a local
community that can be adequately described by the
lognormal-like multinomial zero-sum model (Hubbell
2001). As expected, our metacommunity model (eqn 2)
fails to fit the Pasoh data (KS test with P < 0.0001; Fig. 2b).
The MLE Q for PDF (2) is 145.41 with asymptotic standard
error ¼ 13.52 (which is 16.88 if calculated from eqn 5).
The independent estimate of Q from the Simpson index
(D ¼ 0.99407) is 167.56 which falls outside the one
standard error interval of MLE Q (145.41 ± 13.52) but
within the two standard error interval. The metacommunity
model using the Q (¼167.56) estimated from the Simpson
also fails to describe the observed Pasoh data (KS test with
P < 0.0001).
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Figure 1 Relationship between Hubbell’s fundamental biodiversity

parameter Q and the Simpson diversity index D. Note when D is
near 1, Q is a sharp function of D.
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Since the first application of the neutral allele model of
population genetics to the study of relative species
abundance (Caswell 1976; Hubbell 1979) and the recent
synthetic treatment of the subject (Hubbell 2001), the
neutral theory of biodiversity has become one of the most
studied subjects in ecology (Bell 2001; Chave & Leigh 2002;
Vallade & Houchmandzadeh 2003; Volkov et al. 2003;
Alonso & McKane 2004; Etienne & Olff 2004; Chave
2004; Mckane et al. 2004; He 2005). This progress has
advanced our understanding of how neutral ecological and
evolutionary processes would contribute to structuring and
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Figure 2 Cumulative probability functions for (a) the fungus species abundance data and (b) the Pasoh tree species-abundance data. The step

(solid) curves in each figure are the observed cumulative probabilities, and the dotted curves are the predictions of metacommunity model
^ ¼ 4.89 for the fungus data, 145.41
(eqn 2) that was directly parameterized using the maximum likelihood method to the respective data (H
^ ¼ 6.03 for the fungus
for the Pasoh data). The dashed curves are the predictions of eqn (2) using the Q derived from the Simpson index (H
data, 167.56 for the Pasoh data). For the fungus data both dotted and dashed curves describe very well the species-abundance pattern
[Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test with P ¼ 0.413 for the dotted curve, 0.435 for the dashed curve]. Neither curve fits the Pasoh data well (KS
test with P < 0.0001; note the sample size, i.e. the number of species, is much larger for the Pasoh data.)

maintaining species assemblages at multiple spatial scales
from local to regional.
The significance of eqn 4 is that it not only establishes a
conceptual connection between the evolutionary aspect of
diversity and the ecological and statistical aspect of the
diversity but also provides a potentially useful method for
estimating Q from the readily derived Simpson diversity D
for the metacommunity. The two examples and the results
shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate the utility of the Q–D
relationship. In both cases the Q estimated from the
Simpson index is similar to the MLE Q estimated directly
from the species-abundance model. Even in the case of the
Pasoh forest where the metacommunity model (2) does not
fit the data well and D is near 1 (¼0.99407), the Q–D
relationship still gives a Q close to the MLE Q. These results
are supported by the fact that the predicted speciesabundance relationships using the MLE Q and the
D-derived Q are not significantly different; the P-values of
the KS test for the difference between the dotted curve and
dashed curve in Fig. 2 are 0.896 and 0.988 for the fungus
and Pasoh data respectively.
It is important to emphasize that because eqn 4 is
derived for the neutral metacommunity defined by model
(1), it should only be applied to such a community.
Although we are almost certain that a community is not a
neutral metacommunity if it fails to be fitted by metacommunity models (e.g. the Pasoh forest), a high goodness-of-fit
does not mean a community is a neutral metacommunity
(e.g. the fungus data). No practical method is available to
determine if a community is a true neutral metacommunity.
In the case of the Pasoh forest where neither Q predicts the
species-abundance data well (Fig. 2b), no further interpretation of Q should be implied.

Like any other diversity indices, the Simpson index is also
sensitive to sample size (increase with sample size) although
its overall performance against several criteria is superior to
many other indices such as the Shannon information
entropy (Peet 1974; May 1975; Routledge 1979; see
Magurran 1988 for a review). A sufficiently large sample is
needed for a reliable estimation of D. The Q–D relationship
may also provide an avenue to estimate D, we may flip
eqn 4 around to estimate an unbiased Simpson index from
Q so that to take the advantage of the unbiased property of
the MLE of Q.
Since the development of Hubbell’s zero-sum multinomial model, several metacommunity models have been
derived (Vallade & Houchmandzadeh 2003; Volkov et al.
2003; Etienne & Olff 2004). Although all these models
describe a similar logseries-like SAD and contain Hubbell’s
fundamental parameter, they differ in mathematical forms
and Q is entered into each of the models differently.
Naturally, they should have Q–D forms differing from
eqn 4. For instance, for the logseries model (Volkov et al.
2003),
f ðnÞ ¼

Hx n
n

for n ¼ 1, 2, …, Q–D takes a relationship as
D ¼1

JM þ H
:
JM H

This result enforces the emphasis that a Q–D relationship
only holds for the metacommunity model from which it is
derived. Note the metacommunity studied here has identical
Q to Hubbell’s model as evidenced by its definition (Q ¼
2JMm) and the species area eqn 3.
2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd/CNRS
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Although Q and D have a unique relationship for a given
metacommunity (JM is known for a given community), the
index alone is not sufficient to determine the fundamental
diversity parameter of the local community; additional
information on migration is needed. The relationship among
Hubbell’s parameter, Simpson’s index and migration for the
local community remains to be developed. Another interesting index is the analytical b-diversity given by Chave &
Leigh (2002), which is the probability that two individuals
separated by a certain distance belongs to the same species.
This is virtually a spatial version of the Simpson index,
suggesting that a spatially explicit metacommunity undergoing neutral speciation can also be characterized by the
Simpson index. Obviously, in this case, this index is not
related to Q in such a simple way as it is given in eqn 4.
As a conclusion, because biodiversity indices such as the
Simpson’s are well and widely received by ecologists and
have very practical interpretations, the relationship between
Hubbell’s diversity parameter and the Simpson index is
expected to stimulate and enhance the understanding of the
neutral theory in general and the biodiversity parameter in
particular.
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